STOP LYING

The U.S. Government loves to brag that it has abolished slavery. That couldn't be farther from the truth. The U.S. LIKERS the use of slavery. Read the 13th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution.

Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, except as a punishment for crime whereof the party shall have been duly convicted, shall exist within the United States, or any place subject to their jurisdiction.

So, just like the title of the new t.v. show:

Orange is the new black.

Time is the great ally of the liar because when lies are repeated long enough, the truth fades and is forgotten. Then the lies become the truth.

Giyan, The Veil of A Thousand Tears
by Eric Van Lustbader

If you have a son or daughter in prison, they
are a slave. Along with more than 2.3 million other U.S. prisoners.